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with 5 Online Tests 5th EditionLIC AAO Mains VOL - II
2020 | 10 Full-length Mock Test + 6 Sectional
TestsQuantitative Aptitude for Competitive
ExaminationsCelestial BodiesCompetition Power May
2019 Monthly eBook (English Edition)Lic Assistant
Recruitment Exam.L.I.C. Apprentice Development
Officers Recruitment Exam.Ace Quantitative Aptitude
For Banking and InsuranceFinancial & Insurance
Awareness with Current Affairs for Insurance & Bank
Examsquantitative aptitude testThe Cracker Mains
Exams eBookEnglish Is EasyLIC AAO Mains VOL - I
2020 | 10 Full-length Mock Test + 6 Sectional
TestsThe Geography Compendium for IAS Prelims
General Studies Paper 1 & State PSC Exams 3rd
EditionDelhi Assistant Public Prosecutors Recruitment
TestBinocular Vision and Ocular MotilityLIC AAO
Preliminary Examination 2020

(FREE SAMPLE) Guide to LIC - HFL Exam
2019 with 3 Online Tests for Assistant,
Associate & Assistant Manager
Disha’s ‘Financial and Insurance Awareness’ is a
complete guide for those aspiring for LIC ADO / LIC
AAO/ NIACL AO/NIACL Assist and Other Insurance
Exam. It is also useful for IBPS/ SBI Bank PO/ MT,
Clerk, RRBs, RBI, other Nationalised Banks, MBA and
other competitive exams. The book will help students
the most common financial concepts and Insurance. It
covers the topics namely Basics of Economics, Indian
Economy, Planning & Poverty Alleviation Programs in
India, Finance Commission, Indian Banking System,
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Agriculture, Industries, Stock Exchange, Foreign
Trade, Financial Marketing, History of Insurance,
Types of Insurance, Life Insurance and many more.
The content of the book is concise and
comprehensive. It is covered exhaustive theory
followed by an exercise containing MCQs pertaining to
the chapters and past solved questions. At the end of
the book a Question Bank on Current Financial and
Insurance Awareness is provided so as to keep the
students updated with the latest happenings. The
book also provides Miscellaneous Question Bank, at
the end of the chapters, including Past Questions of
Various Competitive Exams like LIC ADO/ LIC AO IBPS
Bank Clerk/PO/RRB/RBI and Other Exams etc.

SSC STENOGRAPHER GRADE C & D
The May 2019 edition of Competition Power eMagazine brings the highlights of the detailed Current
Affairs of April 2019 under the name, "Newsmakers of
the Month". This is followed by the one-liners of
current affairs questions of March 2019 under the
heading, "Current Affairs Zinger". This will help you to
cover the current affairs event of two months (i.e.
March and April). In this issue, we included various
practice paper sets that will give you an idea about
the basic paper setting pattern of important upcoming
examinations viz. the SBI PO Prelims Practice Set, SBI
Clerk Prelims Practice Set, RRB NTPC CBT-I Practice
Set, RRB JE Stage-I Practice Set, and IDBI Bank
Executive Practice Set. This will give you a thorough
practice of the papers that simulate the real
examinations. What's covered in this edition of ePage 3/21
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Magazine? -GK and CA portion in an exhaustive
manner -“Twisted Ones” which will have questions
with a higher difficulty level. -Latest format mock
papers for various exams. -A Motivational Article -A
Success story and an Interview Experience -Important
study notes for various Government Exam -SBI Clerk
2019: Salary, Job Profile & Career Growth -FAQs for
CAPF (Assistant Commandant) Recruitment 2019 -SSC
CGL Previous Year Exam Analysis -LIC AAO Prelims
2019: Important Takeaways | Detailed Analysis -NTPC
Previous Year Cut-off Validity: 12 Months

Lic Aao Exam Guide ( R-137)
Guide to LIC ADO (Apprentice
Development Officers) Preliminary Exam
2019 with 3 Online Tests
The book "General Sciences for Competitive Exams"
contains specific topics in Science which form a part
of most of the Competitive Exams. The book contains
to the point theory followed by an exercise with
solutions. The book covers a lot of questions from the
past competitive exams. The book is a MUST for all
SSC/ Banking/ Railways/ Defense/ Insurance Exam
aspirants.

General Science for Competitive Exams SSC/ Banking/ Railways/ Defense/
Insurance
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For Schools and Colleges For Various competigie
exams such as MBA (CAT,MAT,XLRI, FMS etc.), GRE,
GMAT, Bank PO, RBI, SSC, RRBs, NDA, CDS and LLB
Entrance For those who aspire to read and write
better

RRB NTPC 23 Solved Papers 2016-17
Stage I & II English Edition
General Awareness 2019 for RRB Junior
Engineer, NTPC, ALP & Group D Exams
3rd Edition
This winner of the 2019 Man Booker International
Prize and national bestseller is “an innovative
reimagining of the family saga . . . Celestial Bodies is
itself a treasure house: an intricately calibrated chaos
of familial orbits and conjunctions, of the gravitational
pull of secrets" (The New York Times Book Review). In
the village of al-Awafi in Oman, we encounter three
sisters: Mayya, who marries after a heartbreak; Asma,
who marries from a sense of duty; and Khawla, who
chooses to refuse all offers and await a reunion with
the man she loves, who has emigrated to Canada.
These three women and their families, their losses
and loves, unspool beautifully against a backdrop of a
rapidly changing Oman, a country evolving from a
traditional, slave-owning society into its complex
present. Through the sisters, we glimpse a society in
all its degrees, from the very poorest of the local
slave families to those making money through the
advent of new wealth. The first novel originally
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written in Arabic to ever win the Man Booker
International Prize, and the first book by a female
Omani author to be translated into English, Celestial
Bodies marks the arrival in the United States of a
major international writer.

LIC AAO (Prelims + Mains) 2020 | 20 Fulllength Mock Test For Complete
Preparation
RRB NTPC 23 Solved Papers 2016-17 Stage I & II is a
comprehensive book prepared using authentic papers
of the RRB NTPC Exam. The book contains 20 sets of
2016-17 Stage I (held in 20 different sittings in MarchApril 2016) & 3 sets of 2016-17 Stage II (held in 3
different sittings in Jan 2017) papers. Detailed
Solutions to all the papers are provided at the end of
each paper.

LIC Agent (IRDA) 2020 | 5 Full-length
Mock Test
The Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) is
remarkably known as one of the prestigious
organizations of all time. With time, it has emerged as
the most reliable corporation in the insurance sector
serving half of the country’s population. Built on a
strong foundation, LIC aims to work for the welfare of
people. Well, it’s obvious that many of us would like
to work in such a reputed organization and make our
way in the insurance sector. For this, LIC Assistant
Administrative Officer (AAO) exam is a gateway for
those seeking jobs in the insurance sector. This year,
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LIC invites applicants with a total of 590 vacancies for
AAO in different branches all over the country. LIC
AAO is quite tough and you should be thoroughly
prepared to crack the exam.

(FREE SAMPLE) Guide to EPFO Social
Security Assistant Preliminary & Main
Exam 2019
Practical English Grammar &
Composition
(FREE SAMPLE) Guide to LIC Assistant
Prelim & Main Exam 2019 with 3 Online
Tests
SSC PREVIOUS YEAR PAPERS

A Modern Approach to Vernbal & Non
Verbal Reasoning
LIC AAO Prelims VOL-II 2020 | 10 Fulllength Mock Tests
Quicker Maths
If you want a promising career in the field of
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Insurance, then it’s time to gear up and start
preparing for the examination. Life Insurance
Company (LIC) – India’s biggest insurance company
has released about 218 vacancies and has invited
online application for AAO Specialist Officer Posts. The
exam is conducted into three phases (i) Preliminary,
(ii) Main & (iii) Interview, to recruit eligible candidates
suitable for this post. Revised edition of "LIC AAO
(Generalist/IT/CA/Actuarial/Rajbhasha)" has been
prepared for the pre examination (Online) 2020. The
book is strictly based on the latest test pattern and
syllabus. It is divided into different chapters of
Reasoning Ability Test, Quantitative Aptitude Test,
and English Language Test. It also includes more than
2500 MCQs, 3 Practice Sets and Solved Papers [2015,
2016 & 2019] to self-analyze the level preparation,
paper pattern, question trends, and their weightage.
Packed with an effective set of study resources for
this upcoming exam, it is hoped that this book will
help aspirants profoundly. TABLE OF CONTENT Solved
Papers 2015, Solved Paper 2016, Solved Paper 2019,
Reasoning Ability Test, Quantitative Aptitude Test,
English Language Test, Practice Sets (1-3).

Quick Learning Objective General English
An innovative textbook for use in advanced
undergraduate and graduate courses; accessible to
students in financial mathematics, financial
engineering and economics. Introduction to the
Economics and Mathematics of Financial Markets fills
the longstanding need for an accessible yet serious
textbook treatment of financial economics. The book
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provides a rigorous overview of the subject, while its
flexible presentation makes it suitable for use with
different levels of undergraduate and graduate
students. Each chapter presents mathematical
models of financial problems at three different
degrees of sophistication: single-period, multi-period,
and continuous-time. The single-period and multiperiod models require only basic calculus and an
introductory probability/statistics course, while an
advanced undergraduate course in probability is
helpful in understanding the continuous-time models.
In this way, the material is given complete coverage
at different levels; the less advanced student can stop
before the more sophisticated mathematics and still
be able to grasp the general principles of financial
economics. The book is divided into three parts. The
first part provides an introduction to basic securities
and financial market organization, the concept of
interest rates, the main mathematical models, and
quantitative ways to measure risks and rewards. The
second part treats option pricing and hedging; here
and throughout the book, the authors emphasize the
Martingale or probabilistic approach. Finally, the third
part examines equilibrium models--a subject often
neglected by other texts in financial mathematics, but
included here because of the qualitative insight it
offers into the behavior of market participants and
pricing.

LIC AAO Prelims VOL-I 2020 | 10 Fulllength Mock Test + 15 Sectional Tests
To understand and make the practical use of the
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grammatical rules is a challenge poised at various
competitive exams. Students preparing for various
competitive exams need elucidated grammar rules
that are explained in a very easy and understandable
language. Practical English Grammar & Composition is
the hand book and an easy guide to learn English
aimed at learning and improving knowledge of
grammar and its applicability. In order to make the
students conversant with the practical applicability of
the grammar rules, sentences depicting the right
usage are also given after the rules. A number of
solved exercises are also given after the chapters that
enable the students test their acquired knowledge.
Word Powers section is a unique feature of the book
that will play a crucial role in making the students
ready to face the competitions ahead.

(FREE SAMPLE) 18 Practice Sets for LIC
Assistant Prelim Exam 2019 with 3
Online Tests
LIC is India's largest Insurance Company . It is an
Indian state- owned insurance Group and Investment
Company. It has 8 Zonal Offices, 133 Divisional
Offices and 2048 Branch Offices with thousands of
workers all over the country. LIC will recruit
candidates for the post of Assistant Administrative
Officer (AAO). The posts are filled by LIC AAO exam
as- AAO Generalist, AAO IT, AAO Chartered
Accountant, AAO Actuarial, AAO Rajbhasha.

Shortcuts in Reasoning (Verbal, NonVerbal, Analytical & Critical) for
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Competitive Exams 2nd Edition
LIC is India's largest Insurance Company . It is an
Indian state- owned insurance Group and Investment
Company. It has 8 Zonal Offices, 133 Divisional
Offices and 2048 Branch Offices with thousands of
workers all over the country. LIC will recruit
candidates for the post of Assistant Administrative
Officer (AAO). The posts are filled by LIC AAO exam
as- AAO Generalist, AAO IT, AAO Chartered
Accountant, AAO Actuarial, AAO Rajbhasha.

Shortcuts in Quantitative Aptitude for
Competitive Exams
The 3rd Edition of 'General Awareness 2019 for RRB
Junior Engineer, NTPC, ALP & Group D Exams is the
one step solution for General Knowledge & Awareness
for the Railway exams aspirants. # The book has
been thoroughly updated and now covers 500+
questions from the recent past papers of various RRB
exams. # The book also covers 500+ MCQs on GK,
Railways & Current Affairs. # The book now covers 2
New Chapters on Environmental Issues concerning
India & General Scientific & Technological
Developments.

Publisher's Monthly
This book, now in its Third Edition, is revised as per
the feedback received from our valuable students and
readers. It is exclusively prepared for the students
who wish to appear for campus recruitment screening
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test and graduate/post graduate students appearing
for various competitive examinations in Quantitative
Aptitude and Reasoning. The main objective of this
volume is to guide the students to solve the problems
within the stipulated time and that too with the higher
degree of accuracy. Organized in two
parts—Quantitative Aptitude (Part I) and Reasoning
(Part II)—it helps students to apply basic
mathematical and reasoning concepts to a range of
quantitative and reasoning problems. The separate
sections are devoted to verbal and nonverbal
reasoning. It sharpens the ability to apply analytical
and logical thinking while gathering and analysing
information, designing and testing solutions to
problems, and formulating plans. This book is a
valuable resource for conducting training
programmes/workshops to train students in problem
solving techniques in Mathematical Aptitude. It would
equally be useful to the candidates appearing for
quantitative aptitude and reasoning test conducted in
various competitive examinations of graduate
level.NEW TO THIS EDITION • Numerous Reasoning
questions (with explanatory answers) asked in recent
placement tests and competitive exams • New topics
on • Four figure series • Choosing one element of a
similarly related pair • Choosing set of similarly
related figures • Detecting one element of each of the
two related pair • Detecting the relationship and
choosing the correct substitute • Choosing the odd
figure • Choosing a similar figure • Rule 4 [(i) and (ii)]
in Rule detection

Introduction to the Economics and
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Mathematics of Financial Markets
The Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) is
remarkably known as one of the prestigious
organizations of all time. With time, it has emerged as
the most reliable corporation in the insurance sector
serving half of the country’s population. Built on a
strong foundation, LIC aims to work for the welfare of
people. Well, it’s obvious that many of us would like
to work in such a reputed organization and make our
way in the insurance sector. For this, LIC Assistant
Administrative Officer (AAO) exam is a gateway for
those seeking jobs in the insurance sector. This year,
LIC invites applicants with a total of 590 vacancies for
AAO in different branches all over the country. LIC
AAO is quite tough and you should be thoroughly
prepared to crack the exam.

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE AND
REASONING
The thouroughly Revised & Updated 3rd Edition of the
book “The Geography Compendium” has been
prepared with enormous efforts for all IAS aspirants,
State PCS and other competitive exams. The book is
prepared on the concept "Latest Information Authentic Data". The book is divided into 10 chapters
followed by 2 levels of exercises with 1000+ Simple
MCQs & statement based MCQs. The book not only
covers 100% syllabus but is also covered with Mind
Maps, Infographics, Charts, Tables and latest exam
pattern MCQs. The emphasis of the book has been on
conceptual understanding and better retention which
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are important from the point of view of the exam. The
book captures most of the important questions with
explanations of the past years of the IAS Prelim exam,
CDS, NDA and other competitive exams distributed in
the various chapters.

20 Practice Sets for IBPS PO/ MT
Preliminary Exam 2020 with 5 Online
Tests 5th Edition
LIC AAO Mains VOL - II 2020 | 10 Fulllength Mock Test + 6 Sectional Tests
This title contains an Access Link to access the Online
Material. In case you face any difficulty, email at
ebooks.support@aiets.co.in. With the change in the
LIC ADO pattern and exam structure, Disha brings
'Guide to LIC ADO (Apprentice Development Officers)
Preliminary Exam 2019 with 3 Online Tests'. The book
covers all the 3 sections as per the latest syllabus of
Preliminary Exam - English Language, Numerical
Ability and Reasoning Ability. The book also provides
3 Online Tests for Practice on the exact pattern. The
book provides well illustrated theory with exhaustive
fully solved examples for learning. This is followed
with an exhaustive collection of solved questions in
the form of Exercise. The book is the perfect solution
for the prelim exam and would also be useful for the
Main Exam.

Quantitative Aptitude for Competitive
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Examinations
Shortcuts in Quantitative Aptitude is the MOST COST
EFFECTIVE QUALITY BOOK ever built for Competitive
Exams. This book is an attempt of Disha Publication to
provide Quality Material to aspirants at a throwaway
price. The book will help in learning the various tips
and tricks of Quantitative Aptitude. The book
emphasizes on the short cut methods through which
one can solve any problem before time. Thus, the
book not only enhances your efficiency but also helps
you to master the subject. Each chapter covers basic
theory followed by shortcut approaches and formula.
The book is supported by ample practice material
through E-books which covers: • Chapter-wise Solved
Examples • Chapter-wise Practice Exercises with Hints
and Solutions • Chapter-wise Tests • Past Solved
Papers (IBPS PO/Clerk, SBI PO/Clerk, SSC, CDS exams
etc) The book will prove to be an asset for all
competitive examinations like UPSC(IAS Prelim),
Banking, SSC, Insurance, Railway Recruitment Board
Examinations, CDS, CBI, MBA, Sub-Inspectors of
Police, CPO and various other competitive
examinations.

Celestial Bodies
Competition Power May 2019 Monthly
eBook (English Edition)
Lic Assistant Recruitment Exam.
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L.I.C. Apprentice Development Officers
Recruitment Exam.
The thoroughly revised & updated 2nd edition of
Disha's Bestseller book 'Shortcuts in Reasoning
(Verbal, Non-Verbal & Analytical) will help aspirants in
learning the various tips and tricks required to crack
the Reasoning section of the various Competitive
Exams. The book emphasizes on the short-cut
methods through which one can solve any problem
before time. Thus, the book not only enhances your
efficiency but also helps you to master the subject.
Each chapter covers theory involving shortcut
approaches and formula followed by Solved Examples
which depicts the use of the shortcuts. The book is
further supported by a Practice Exercise with 300+
MCQs with detailed Solutions The book has been
divided into 30 Chapters covering all types of
Reasoning - Verbal, Non-Verbal, Analytical & Critical.
The book will prove to be an asset for all competitive
examinations like UPSC(IAS Prelim), Banking, CLAT,
SSC, Insurance, Railway Recruitment Board
Examinations, CBI, MBA, Sub-Inspectors of Police, CPO
and various other competitive examinations.

Ace Quantitative Aptitude For Banking
and Insurance
LIC Agent (IRDA) exam is conducted by Insurance
Regulatory and Development Authority of India for
Life Insurance Agent. The exam mainly comprises of
insurance related subjects and general rules in this
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field. As per the eligibility criteria, the candidate
should have passed class 12 examination. Purchased
the book "LIC Agent (IRDA) 2020", and start preparing
for the exam from right now.

Financial & Insurance Awareness with
Current Affairs for Insurance & Bank
Exams
ADDA 247 is launching a complete and
comprehensive ebook on "Quantitative Aptitude". The
book is updated as per the latest examination pattern
and is suitable for all the Banking & Insurance
Examinations such as SBI, RBI, IBPS,NICL AO, LIC, GIC,
UIIC & Others. The aim of this ebook is to help
students learn and understand the new pattern of
recruitment exams which will help them to maximise
their scores in the competitive examination. The book
has been prepared by experienced faculties, subjectmatter experts and with the expertise of Adda247
keeping the new pattern and challenges of
competitive exams in mind. Salient Features of the
eBook -Based on Latest Pattern -3 Level of Exercises
-2000+ Multiple Choice Questions with 100%
solutions -Includes the Previous Year Questions of all
the chapters.

quantitative aptitude test
Mains exams do play a major role in a candidate's
final selections as the marks of mains exam are
counted in the preparation of final merit list. How you
perform in the mains examination can make a big
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difference in your final results, in a good way or in a
bad way. Many of you must be wondering what could
be the best way to perform to the best of your ability
in the mains level of banking examinations. The
objective of "The Cracker For Bank Mains Exams"
eBook is to guide the students to make the grades in
the mains examinations with the help of tips and
solved examples of frequently asked questions. It also
incorporates the solved exercises set to encourage
them to be prepared to face the toughest questions
with a decent strategy. In this edition, there are
special tips to solve new pattern questions, best &
step by step approaches to solving lengthy questions
and exhaustive study material to help candidates sail
through the mains level of any examination. The book
is updated as per the latest examination pattern and
is suitable for all the Mains Examinations such as SBI,
RBI, IBPS,NICL AO, LIC, GIC, UIIC & Others. Special
Features of "The Cracker For Bank Mains Exams": Quantitative Aptitude: 800+ questions - Reasoning
Ability: 550+ questions - English language: 550+
questions - Latest pattern questions based on 2018
and 2017 examinations - 100 most important banking
awareness questions - Step by step approach to
solving lengthy and difficult questions

The Cracker Mains Exams eBook
English Is Easy
LIC AAO Mains VOL - I 2020 | 10 FullPage 18/21
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length Mock Test + 6 Sectional Tests
The Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) is
remarkably known as one of the prestigious
organizations of all time. With time, it has emerged as
the most reliable corporation in the insurance sector
serving half of the country’s population. Built on a
strong foundation, LIC aims to work for the welfare of
people. Well, it’s obvious that many of us would like
to work in such a reputed organization and make our
way in the insurance sector. For this, LIC Assistant
Administrative Officer (AAO) exam is a gateway for
those seeking jobs in the insurance sector. This year,
LIC invites applicants with a total of 590 vacancies for
AAO in different branches all over the country. LIC
AAO is quite tough and you should be thoroughly
prepared to crack the exam.

The Geography Compendium for IAS
Prelims General Studies Paper 1 & State
PSC Exams 3rd Edition
Delhi Assistant Public Prosecutors
Recruitment Test
Binocular Vision and Ocular Motility
LIC AAO Preliminary Examination 2020
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
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